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To
“But what do we mean by the American Revolution?
Do we mean the American war? The Revolution was
effected before the war commenced. The Revolution
was in the minds and hearts of the people; a change
in their religious sentiments of their duties and
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obligations.” ~ John Adams
This week observes Independence Day in the United
States. So it is highly appropriate that former
Congresswoman Cynthia McKinney join me on the
Solari Report to discuss our theme for the 2nd
Quarter Wrap Up: what the US Constitution is, why it
is so important, the devastating possibilities if it is
changed, and the human future that is possible if we
enforce it. Indeed, enforcing it is the US citizens’
sole remaining option. Unless we do so, the US war
machine will run out of control – and it will continue
to expropriate our assets and our lives, including the
lives and futures of our children and those of billions
of other people globally.
For many years we have known that invisible forces
have run our government from behind the scenes —
not just in Washington, but also in state houses and
municipalities. For many years, most of us were
willing to go along or to continue to work within the
socially acceptable political process as small groups
of other people acted “above the law” at increasingly
greater harm in terms of human life, environment,
and personal health and wealth, throughout America
and the world.
The list of presidents, congressman, senators,
mayors, government officials, soldiers, journalists,
activists and honest business and civic leaders who
have been assassinated, “suicided,” poisoned,
falsely slandered and framed, entrapped, or dirty
tricked in rigged elections is long and growing. The
allegations of control file operations that depend on
pedophilia, financial fraud, and organized crime also
increase. The number of dual-passport citizens within
the Congress and our federal bureaucracy calls into
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question just who is in charge and whose national
interests direct our military. We have the senate
minority leader declaring on national television that
the President is not in charge – he must do what the

The Chinese University of
Hong Kong

intelligence agencies tell him. The governance
questions are profound.

Crypto Commentary: First
Installment

Money and violence are the heart of these issues.
The United States has spent $14 trillion on global
wars over the last 30 years because Congress
finances war and because Congress tolerates illegal
and unconstitutional financial practices at the US
Department of Defense and US Treasury. In 2015,
the DOD alone was missing $6.5 trillion in
undocumentable adjustments. Even now the US
Treasury cannot produce audited financial
statements for the US Government, as required by
law, and has not produced accurate and
understandable place-based financial reporting.
Now we have reached a fork in the road. We can
continue to become an inhuman society in which the
law no longer respects or protects the average
person and his or her property, or we can try to
remain a human society, in which the rule of law
protects one and all – including the people in the
developing world who have been the target for much
longer of the disaster capitalism and lawlessness
attacking US and European communities.
No one else knows this system better than former
Congresswoman McKinney. She served with
distinction for 12 years in the US Congress from the
Georgia 4th and 11th districts. Now a professor of
political science who teaches organizational change
and leadership as well as entrepreneurship in Asia,
Congresswoman McKinney has worked through
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these issues at both practical political and business
levels as well having as an American intellectual
engaged with global students and academics.
Our 2nd Quarter Wrap Up also launches our written
contribution to a discussion of how – how do many of
us working individually and collectively successfully
achieve enforcement of the US Constitution? We are
in the invention room together – and this is
something we can and will figure out if enough of us
make the commitment to do so. You want to make
sure you review our written web presentation which
covers all four weeks of this 2nd Quarter 2017 Wrap
Up – – including News Trends & Stories, Parts I & II
and Financial Markets.
For Let’s Go to the Movies, I recommend my favorite
Internet video, “Battle at Kruger” as well as one of
Cynthia’s favorite TED talks on how to start a
movement. These videos inspire us to take action.
Stay tuned for two great weeks of 2nd Quarter Wrap
Up – News Trends & Stories, Part I & Part II with Dr.
Joseph P.Farrell, followed by my Equity Overview
with a Blockbuster Chartology from Rambus.
I fly to the United States today from Bangladesh
through Hong Kong and will cover current events in
Money & Markets from San Francisco on Thursday
as well. Please make sure to post or e-mail your
questions for Ask Catherine.
Catherine Austin Fitts

Just a Taste! - 2nd Quarter Wrap Up – Enforce
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the Constitution with Congresswoman Cynthia
McKinney
Just A Taste: Enforce the US Constitution with Dr. Cynthia McKinney

Eat & Greet – Luncheon Series At The Great
Greek Restaurant

Please Join us for our next in the “Eat & Greet” Luncheon Series at the Great Greek
Restaurant in Sherman Oaks, Ca. Come have fun at an intimate lunch setting.
Next is lunch with George Noory, Producer Tom, and Catherine Austine Fitts
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Learn more here!

Highlights from Last Week - The Corruption and
Compromise of the NSA with William E. Binney
Retired senior NSA intelligence officer William (“Bill”) E. Binney joins me on the Solari
Report this week.
Every day we hear that technology is the cause of ever-greater inequality of wealth.
But how exactly does this happen? In fact, the inequality starts with tax dollars
funding government and private contractors, who enjoy the world’s most expensive
satellite and digital communications and information systems to collect and store your
private information. As Binney says, “The ultimate goal of the NSA is total population
control.” In short, American citizens are authorizing and paying NSA and the
syndicate of private corporations they fund to control you and to profit at your
expense.
In October 2001, concerned about the constitutionality of NSA policies and programs,
Binney retired after a highly successful 30-year career with NSA. Binney has been
described by some of his colleagues as one of the best analysts in the NSA history.
As told in the documentary A Good American, Binney built “ThinThread” – a
cost-effective surveillance system that protected Americans privacy, only to see
ThinThread passed over by agency political appointees for a much more expensive,
less effective system of bulk acquisition of data run by private contractors.
Since leaving his position as an NSA intelligence office, Binney has educated,
litigated, and tirelessly worked to return the United States and its allies to effective,
Constitutional surveillance policies.
We will discuss Bill’s efforts as described in our choice this week for Let’s Go to the
Movies — Frederich Moser’s excellent documentaries A Good American and The
Maze.
Bill will review current events including allegations regarding the DNC hacking,
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Russian interference in the 2016 Presidential campaign, and leaks during the
campaign and from the White House.
When you finish listening to Bill Binney, one thing you will understand clearly is that
the current US Government bulk acquisition and storage of data on all of us has
nothing to do with protecting America from “bad guys.” You will also understand why
the Internet of Things (IOT) is such a dangerous idea in the current system and why
the cybersecurity scare may just be the next big scam.
Indeed, things are so bad that some Congressman are finally talking about pulling the
plug on bulk acquisition. Rather than wait for Congress, Binney has some terrific
proposals for what we can do to protect our privacy and power shift our situation.
If you want to understand why the President of the United States cannot make a
phone call without excerpts or even whole transcripts showing up in the media and
how to do something about it – this is one interview you do not want to miss.
Finally, if you want to be inspired by one of the most intelligent and courageous men
in America – you absolutely want to listen to this interview.
See it here or Subscribe

About The Solari Report
A weekly 1-hour briefing with Catherine Austin Fitts and specialized experts, The
Solari Report helps to navigate you through the shifting political and financial
climates while building your wealth.
Learn more and subscribe here.

Nothing in this Solari Update should be taken as individual investment advice. Anyone seeking investment advice for
his or her personal financial situation is advised to seek out a qualified advisor or advisors and provide as much
information as possible to the advisor in order that such advisor can take into account all relevant circumstances,
objectives, and risks before rendering an opinion as to the appropriate investment strategy.
© Solari, Inc. 2010-2015
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